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Can History Defeat Our Human Passion?
- An Essay on Hart Crane's HVoyages" (II) -
Tetsuo Koga
III I'Voyages" (II): Its "Erotic" Dimensions
The sequence of poems called "Voyages," very Miltonic
("Lycidas") and presumably the most difficult text of all Crane's
poems, can easily defeat our simplified wish to identify his so-called
"homosexualism," which is most ambiguously embedded in his
highly charged discourse of desire. Even after our biographical and
historicized speculation in the previous portions of the paper,
"Voyages" remains hardly accessible to any "understanding" of the
poem. Here we apply practical criticism to the poem II of "Voyages"
by reading its text closely, first in a New Critical, then in a
psychologized Deconstructionist manner.
First we have to remind ourselves that the overall setting of
the poems "Voyages," from I to VI, is the sea and its related
locations; "Voyages I" begins "Above the fresh ruffles of the surf"
(CP 35) and "Voyages VI" ends on the poet's twice-repeated call to
"Belle Isle" as "The imaged Word," which becomes also, as in the
closing sentence, "the unbetrayable reply / Whose accent no
farewell can know" (CP 41). And there is a further evidence of a
continuity not only in its theme but also in its stanzaic form,
though the order of each poem's publication is different from the
present one. The first poem "Voyages 1" was written in September
1922, bearing "The Bottom of the Sea Is Cruel" as its initial title.
And several months after this, in January and February of 1923, he
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wrote a poem called "Belle Isle," part of which now survives as
"Voyages VI." Between the first and the last, there would have
seemed no connection but the final unifying effort took place
around the latter half of 1924 (L 192). Hence, the order of composition
of "Voyages" (I, versions of VI, III and IV, new versions of each
of those, and finally II and V) may be finally established, which
nonetheless has caused at least one critic to question the integrity
of the whole sequence (Lewis 149-50). Moreover, the complexity
in the formation of "Voyages" is magnified by at least two other
factors: one is the fact that he composed a line in "Voyages II"
(" All but the pieties of lovers' hand") by revising extensively a
Samuel Greenberg's manuscript poem "Man" ("0 perfect lay of
Deity's crested herb")4) and "Voyages III" by rewriting his earlier
poem called "Sonnet" in April 1924, which also "was no more a
sonnet in the conventional sense than were the 'Sonnets of Apology'
of Samule Greenberg, which [. . . ] Crane was busy transcribing at
just this time" (Lewis 149). Another is his writing of a key essay
of ars jJoetica, "General Aims and Theories" (dated 1924-25).5)
The importance of "General Aims and Theories" resides not
merely in the poet's own explication of "Voyages" in the light of
his "logic of metaphor" but also in his statement on several esthetic
preferences and values he was trying to isolate at the time of
writing. While the former battle to merge two distictive literary
magazines Secession and Broom in 1923, finally making Crane withdraw
his "Faustus and Helen" from the first Secession, mainly consisted of
his comradship with Munson and Frank (U 312-15), the latter-day
battle put him.in a more entangled position to side with aesthetic
formalists like Malcolm Cowley and Matthew Josephson who associated
with a new satirical magazine Aesthete, 1925, rather than with his
old comrades like Munson and Frank who were then targeted as the
object of the new magazine's satire (U 357-60). This shifts in
Crane's friendship from Munson and Frank to Sue Jenkins, Emil
Opffer, and Eugene O'Neil (later with Allen Tate, Malcolm Cowley,
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and Kenneth Burke) - the latter would come to form a loose
circle of a literary group, gathering at John Squarcialupi's restaurant
(E. E. Cummings would join later) - signifies Crane's esthetic
preference during the time of writing "General Aims and Theories"
and "Voyages," which is subtly headed toward the more "modern"
and "mechanistic" (the line of Aesthete, 1925), and less "romantic"
and "mystical" one (of the former Secession).
The crux of the essay resides, among several contentions, in
his theory of "logic of metaphor," or "the organic principle" of
controlling the text's "metaphorical inter-relationships," or its
"implicit emotional dynamics" where "the terms of expression
employed are often selected less for their logical (literal) significance
than for their associational meanings" (CP 221). In the letter to
Harriet Monroe, published a year later in her Poetry, 29 (October
1926), this theory is reinstated as "illogical impingements of the
connotations of words on the consciousness (and their combinations
and interplay in metaphor on this basis)" (CP 234), whose "process
is," however, "much more predetermined and objectified than
['juggling words and images until I found something novel, or
esoteric' J" (CP 235). Crane admits also that "its paradox, of
course, is that its apparent illogic operates so logically in conjunction
with its context in the poem as to establish its claim to another
logic, quite independent of the original definition of the word or
phrase or image thus employed" (CP 235). These theorizations,
probably based on his reading of P. D. Ouspensky's Tertium Organum
(L 124; Butterlield SO-51), with further sophistications and elaborations
(drawing even an instance of 1. A. Richards' "pseudo-statement" at
a time), have provoked various responses both from his friends and
from his critics. Here we need to reinterpret his argument of
"logic of metaphor" so that we can at least see his ideological
necessity to explain his inner psychology through this logical
mechanism.
We begin our analysis by redrawing our attention to the line
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which the poet himself tried to explicate in his "General Aims and
Theories," while also making cross-references to the other texts or
poems of "Voyages," as within "an organic whole" as some New
Critics have it. Crane says: "These dynamics [of metaphor] often
result, I'm told, in certain initial difficulties in understanding my
poems." And he cites two examples, one of which is: "- when,
in 'Voyages' (II), I speak of 'adagios of islands,' the reference is
to the motion of a boat through islands clustered thickly, the
rythem of the motion, etc. And it seems a much more direct and
creative statement than any more logical employment of words such
as 'coasting slowly through the islands,' besides ushering in a
whole world of music" (CP 221). Now in order to explicate the
phrase in Question, we should at least Quote the whole poem II,
the third stanza of which the phrase occurs:
- And yet this great wink of eternity,
Of rimless floods, unfettered leewardings,
Samite sheeted and processioned where
Her undinal vast belly moonward bends,
Laughing the wrapt inflections of our love;
Take this Sea, whose diapason knells
On scrolls of silver snowy sentences,
The sceptred terror of whose sessions rends
As her demeanors motion well or ill,
All but the pieties of lovers' hands.
And onward, as bells off San Salvador
Salute the crocus lustres of the stars,
In these poinsettia meadows of her tides, -
Adagios of islands, a my Prodigal,
Complete the dark confessions her veins spell.
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Mark how her turning shoulders wind the hours,
And hasten while her penniless rich palms
Pass superscription of bent foam and wave, -
Hasten, while they are true, - sleep, death, desire,
Close round one instant in one floating flower.
Bind us in time, 0 Seasons clear, and awe.
o minstrel galleons of Carib fire,
Bequeath us to no earthly shore until
Is answered in the vortex of our grave
The seal's wide spindrift gaze toward paradise.
(CP 36)
The first line's "And yet" begins the poem's insistence by
both commenting on and subverting the meaning of the last line of
"Voyages I": "The bottom of the sea is cruel." The sea as a harsh
reality, even implying aspects of death, was already invoked by the
speaker's admonition to those "bright strait urchins" who are
playing on the shore (as often depicted in a "poster"6») that:
. . . there is a line
You must not cross nor ever trust beyond it
Spry cordage of your bodies to caresses
Too lichen-faithful from too wide a breast.
The bottom of the sea is cruel. (CP 35)
A too simplified paraphrase might run as: "beyond" the coastal
"line" you must not "trust" or commit your own bodies to the sea,
which will absorbe you into its "wide" water as by too sticky
"caresses. But "spry cordage" of the kids' "bodies" may also be
read as the now identified "bodies" of the ocean, whose maternal
"breast" caresses you toward its "bottom." Hence, reductively,
"the sea is love, irresistible; immersion in such love necessarily
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entails some kind of oblivion; thus the sea becomes also death,
ineluctable" (Butterfield 97). Now still beyond these "logical"
meanings lies the typical Cranian dimension of rhetoric: the reader
cannot "trust" such romanticized "sea" of reality as long as he or
she stands outside the dividing "line." In other words, you must
cross the ominous water "line" in order to see its cruel "bottom";
the speaker can also arguably be situated "beneath" the wave,
"speking - as he does in 'The Mermen' and 'Phantom Bark' -
from the positon of the drowned" (Edelman 130). This drowned
position of the speaker, while echoing also the Shakespearian
(Tempest, 1. ii, 397-404: "Full fathom five. . ."), Melvillian
(Mooy-Dick, especially its Chapter 23: "The Lee Shore") and Whitmanian
("As I Ebb'd with the Ocean of Life") texts, ensures the narrative
voice in the poem II which seems to come from the deeper water.
Then in the second poem, the sea is depicted as "this great
wink of eternity, / Of rimless floods" (its tempting "wink" may be
linked with the sea's nymph-like "undinal vast belly"), which in all
its enticing sensuality suggests nature's life-sustaining Eros. Highly
poeticized or specialized phrases like "unfettered leewardings" or
"samite sheeted" themselves express this aestheticized aspect of
nature, or the poet's mythopoeic effort to personify nature. In the
poem I, this so-called romanticization of nature was perceived
dangerous. Hence the meaning of the poem II can be stated, again
reductively, that "the sea is death, it drowns; the sea is love, it
beckons; as love, through it man is reborn into a suprarational
state that is eternity" (Butterfield 97), or else that "negativity of
death gives way to a transformative rebirth in a vision of Eros and
Thanatos joined to one another" (Edelman 135). Either way, its
subtle texuality escapes. The sea's "rimless floods," submerging
everything under it, also "unfettered" or released our aspiratory
desire to escape from our limited extension. Emancipated toward
this sheltered way ("leewardings"), we are made reborn and march
into the pregnant sea's "belly" wrapped in an strange attire ("Samite
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sheeted"), with our rapt human follies of love mocked and laughed
at (note the packed last line of the first stanza, even omitting a
preposition). Then in the next second stanza, the speaker addresses
to the other half of his poetic self or to the supposed lover in the
sea, as if "challenging his lover to join him in a violation of this
regal and menacingly 'sceptred' sea" (Edelman 137). The sea's
"diapason" (its rich melodious sound) "knells / On" (presents its
death note onto) "scrolls of silver snowy sentences" (the white
splash of the waves' inscriptions on the shore); reality's challenge
to the poet may destroy his attempt to write down his poems. In
fact, the sea's despotic will ("The sceptred terror") makes her
variegated damands on us, whose "sessions" (periods of a tempest,
for instance) tear apart everything except "the pieties of lovers'
hands. "
Each imperative sentence from the second stanza to the last
now typifies the stance of the poet-speaker: "Take this Sea. . . ,"
"Mark. . . And hasten. . . ," "Bind us in time. . . and awe,"
"Bequeath us. . . ," all of which may definitely address to someone,
perhaps to his lover, in a pleading or supplicatory tone. Still
romantically evocated words like "0 my Prodigal" and "0 Seasons
clear" underscore the nature of such addresses. The narrative
structure of the poem is thus defined in its address form, while the
imagery within its narrative ("crocus lustres of the stars" and
"poinsettia meadows" of the sea as the flowery texture of reality)
seem to sustain the structure. A romantic voyage to mythic islands
with his lover seems continuing. But the will-to-power in the text
lies less in maintaining its narrative logicality (as the ship moves
"onward" and "bells off San Salvador" greet the seemingly natural
configurations of reality) than in the poet's desire to subvert or
transcend the order of spatial sequence by introducing the temporal
order. In a rhetorically psychoanalytic and deconstructive reading
of the poem, "the gap of negativity that signifies desire has the
potential to signify death unless the poet can forestall such death by
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filling the gap, by answering reduction by an act of substitution.
Thus the following [third] stanza responds to the 'terror' of the
ocean's 'snowy sentences' by unleashing the rhetorical power of a
tropological efflorescence" (Edelman 138). The stanza's rhetoric
indeed has such an uncanny power of deceiving us to believe that
"adagios of islands" (the boat's rhythmic motion through islands)
can "complete" (consummate) "the dark confessions" (of the sea, or
of lovers). This is a very tempting invitation to the lovers'
voyage.
Furthermore, the fourth stanza's urgent imperatives ("Mark..
. hasten... Hasten"), while following the "logic of metaphor" in
spatial terms, advance the imminence of the temporal order of
finality. Though the argument against temporality and death has
already been made from the beginning of the poem, nowhere is it
expressed so strongly as here in its closing words. As one critic
puts, "Crane is indeed saying in some untranslatable way that he
and his lover must hasten to enjoy their love while the sea's bounty
is still available," so this poem "is not an expression of the so-called
death-wish; it is no evidence of a suicidal impulse" (Lewis 160).
Indeed the motif of carpe diem is undeniablely stated by the logic of
metaphor, which shows that the sea's "turning shoulders" (literally,
ebbing and flowing waves but also signifying his love's return)
"wind the hours" (advance time) or that its "penniless rich palms"
(the sea's begging but majestically absorbing surface ,again suggesting
the ultimate embrace between lovers) "pass" or emit "superscription"
(presumably, its floating castaways7»). In consequence, the illusory
efflorescence of textuality, here described as "one floating flower,"
absorbes three items of the human subconscious: "sleep, death,
desire. "
The foreclosing of temporality within the confine of illusory
imagery ("one floating flower," "minstrel galleons of Carib fire"),
however, is most acutely subverted by the poetic consciousness to
limit such an illusioning power of the imagination. Here in the
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last stanza, the poet finally admits the entrance of dark force of
temporality ("Bind us in time. . . and awe.") in its seasonal
cyclicity ("0 Seasons clear"). The telling pun on "Sea-sons,"
noted by several critics, confirms the reading of installing the force
of temporality onto the poetic textuality, since all those addresses to
his specular double of "prodigal" son are finally woven into the
"vortex of our grave," which is both the final destination of the
lovers' voyage and their starting point. The prefigurement of death
in this text of the final stanza, however, is a provisional one; it is
not yet realized until in the last poem VI, which evokes "Belle Isle"
of mythic death - but is this also the emblem of sexual ecstasy?
The icon of the last line ("The seal's wide spindrift gaze") is hence
presented as a rather detached, proleptic escape "toward paradise,"
which figures nonetheless as an earthly one inhabited at least by
the seal.
IV Some Critical Reconsiderations: Historicizing
the Romantic Agony in a Modern Era
Throughout the previous sections, we have taken approaches,
both biographical and textual, and mainly confined our discussion
to his "internal" realities, hence suppressing some inevitable surrounding
issues of canon, literary autonomy, and cultural hegemony, all of
which actually undermine the presence of Crane's modernism. Here
in this last portion of the paper, we would like to address some of
these issues very briefly as a sort of provocation to our rather
conventional procedures on Crane and modernism.
As we have already noted, his place within the Anglo-American
literary modernism, led by such prominent figures like Eliot and
Pound, may have been established Quite immediately after his
death. But such immediate recognitions and reappraisals by his
friends and advocaters have been done mainly to establish his
cultural "myth" of estheticized modernism, a rather rarefied Metaphysical
brand of Eliot with the Romantic/Democratic vein of Whitman.
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Crane's decision to "take Eliot as a point of departure toward an
almost complete reverse of direction," hence, "toward a more
positive. . . ecstatic goal" (L 114-115), however, has been seldom
taken seriously; his resurrection of romatic "esctatic goal," though
having produced a grand poem like "The Bridge," nevertheless
provokes· a school of severe criticism, whose typical view, say of
Tate, regards his poetry as "a grand failure" among modernists. 8)
In a recent reconstructive criticism, this "grand failture" school can
itself be viewed as a brand of New Critical devaluation of romanticism,
which is even regarded as the school of Eliot and Tate, or "the
right kind of modernism" (Hammer 33-116). Now this recent New
Historicist view like Hammer's has indeed made us suspect Crane's
ideological and sexual identity in wider issues of literary autonomy
and tradition. The following is usefully a cento from the introductory
survey chapter of Hammer's book on "Janus-faced modernism":
... a scene of intimate communication between male peers
prefigures the forging of a nonhierarchiacal, fully democratic
community, which is the special promise of American modernity
in Crane's work. (xi)
. . . Crane's pursuit of a major, culturally central poetry
[should] be read against and in relation to Tate's polemical
refusal to sanction it. (xiv)
To call [Yeats's, Pound's and Eliot's] modernism a "reaction
formation" [in Andreas Huyssen's view] is to redefine significantly
the motives of the "adversarial" position, and to refuse its ideal
of aesthetic autonomy. . .. (5)
In Gilbert and Gubar's account, modernist anti-feminism is
read as a rearguard action (disguised as an avant-garde one)
meant to reclaim male prerogatives from female usurpers.
(6)
"As with other class, the relation [the adversary culture] has
to the autonomy of its members . . . is ambiguous" (Trilling,
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Beyorul Culture, xvi). Highly ambiguous, in fact: "the adversary
culture" liberates the individual to submit to controls of its
own, which include, paradoxically, "the ideal of autonomy."
(8)
For Crane, male homosexuality indicates a "horizontal" order
of desire validated not by the father (as in the patriarchal
tradition Eliot posits) but by a brother or "second self." It
disrupts the vertical, monogamic order of heterosexual reproduction,
traditionally conceived, and projects in its place a self-authorizing
community of equals. (20)
These ruggedly quoted cento and many other invaluable remarks on
the literary history of modernism, though a little essentialist and
socio-critical minded, give us a fairly good view of the basic
premises of Crane's modernism. Here I cannot but leave each item
of his contentions intact, while making our smaller narratives and
readings independent, and end our speculative essay by noting,
again very briefly, Crane's legacy to other modern and postmodern
poetry .
But what is a Cranian poetry now? Or rather, is there a
poetry or poetics equivalent to Crane's, after him? After the
inordinate "confessionals" and "beatniks," can a poetry be possible
still with its now "sentimentalized" romantic feelings and its now
abandoned formal precisions and techniques? In short, where is the
modernist legacy as Crane has envisioned it in his writing of the
grand "modern epic"? Hammer has at least one answer; in his
final chapter entitled "Beyond Modernism: Robert Lowell's Breakdown,"
he characterizes how Lowell's stance as a poet manifested a concluding
unification of two strands of modernism, of Crane and of Tate. Or
rather, Lowell embodies typically the "impasse" at which the two
poets have arrived in their different ways. This view might well
become a persuasive one if only Hammer himself did not claim that
"Lowell recapitulated, rather than resolved, the opposition we have
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been examining, and that his historical importance does not lie in
his ability to move 'beyond' modernism, but in his inability to do
so" (213). The paradox inherent in Lowell may well be the same
one inherent also in the poetic modernism itself. Both the visionary
strain of romanticism and the neo-classical formal innovations have
made up what has come to be called a "avant-garde" modernism, of
Eliot and Pound, and later of Tate and Crane.
If this observation has some truth, it will not be far-fetched
to think that the contemporary poetic practice of John Ashbery may
well represent its authentic legacy. Lee Edelman proposes, after
naming Crane's influence in the works of such poets as James
Merrill, Douglous Crase, Amy Clampitt, and Alfred Corn, the name
of the poet who "best exempifies the enduring legacy of Crane's
catachrestic poetics" (272), which is Ashbery. And he cites one
example where "[Ashbery] catachrestically refigures the rhetorical
gestures of rupture, reversal, and extension through which Crane's
poetry repeatedly undoes and remakes itself" (272):
. . . their paths would cross again and be separated
Only to join again in a final assumption rising like a shout
And be endless in the discovery of the declamatory
Nature of the distance travelled. All this is
Not without small variations and surprises, yet
An invisible fountain continually destroys and refreshes
the previsions.
("Clepsydra," Rivers and Mountains, 29)
Indeed, "an invisible fountain" of poetic originality is here said to
"continually destroy[s] and refresh[es] the previsions" of poetic
future perspective in its very primordial state. Both Ashbery's and
Crane's "necessity of a systematic undoing of the past," as Edelman
says, may claim to be a meaning of their mutual heritage. However
difficult, the promise of a new beginning for these poets may at
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least be present. Ashbery, also at the closing of "Soonest Mended,"
says that the mundane activity of our life lies in "always coming
back / To the mooring of starting out, that day so long ago" (The
Dauhle Dream of SPring, 19), which also suggests such a "refreshing"
process of poetic activity as Edelman notes (272).
Here arises the inevitable Question of our nostalgia for the
origin, our romantic quest to find an "always already" existed
presence which sometimes has to be imagined as an absence.
Crane in his very last poem "The Broken Tower" (1932) alludes to
this act as follows:
And so it was I entered the broken world
To trace the visionary company of love, its voice
An instant in the wind (I know not whither hurled)
But not for long to hold each desperate choice.
And through whose pulse I hear, counting the strokes
My veins recall and add, revived and sure
The angelus of wars my chest evokes:
What I hold healed, original now, and pure .
(CP 193-34)
Though we can only pay a tributary visit to this text in our brief
coda, Crane's "visionary" effort to seek ancestoral voices, or to
"hold each desperate choice" of poetic survival, is to be apparent
here. With Edehnan's analysis that "Crane's last line ["The commodious,
tall decorum of that sky / Unseals her earth, and lifts love in its
shower. "J performs a dazzling leap as it offers a radical trope of
originality" (271), we may at least conclude that Crane was trying
to escape the dark force of history by faithfully reinstalling his pure
desire in this fallen world of modernity. This fact of his "romantic
agony" was to make for the later poets to use his poetry as an
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illustrative solution to the ultimate riddle in every poetic practice,
that is, to fight the inevitable Time's "It was".
NOTES
The first half of the paper was published in JINBUN KENKYU, 46, 13
(Osaka City University, 1994).
1) Biographical documentations are cited from his Letters, 1916-1932 (L) and
Unterecker's biography (U).
2) In recent years, there have appeared some critical attempts to retrieve
Crane's life in a more fully documented history. See John T. Irwin and
Langdon Hammer, among others.
3) In our biographer's words: "During the ten-days periods between Emil's
voyages, Hart and his friend would meet for dinners, when they could
afford them, concerts. When cash was low, they would listen to records
or stand in the wings at the Met if Lauritz Melchior, a friend of Emil's,
were singing. While Emil was at sea, Hart - badly troubled by jealousy
- would sit in his room trying to push ahead the "Voyages" poems or
go out on the town for an orgy of carousing" (U 361).
4) As Lewis notes, "In Crane's worksheets, 'All else than Deity's green
crested herb' became: 'All else than Deity's steep crested herb,' before
'Deity's' yielded to the near-rhyme of 'pieties' and the full phrase was
born" (157).
5) Unterecker estimates the starting date of the essay by citing his expected
contribution to "a 'final' symposium number of Broom back in the spring
of 1924" (U 377).
6) The poet once admits of this poem's "approach to the 'advertisement'
form" that "it is a kind of poster. . . a 'stop, look and listen' sign" (L
99).
7) "At Melville's Tomb" has a similar imagery: "The calyx of death's
bounty giving back / A scattered chapter, a livid hieroglyph. "(CP
34), which also connects the sea surface and the poetic texture.
8) This "grand failure" school of interpretation includes such writers as
Tate, Blackmur, Brooks and Warren, and Winters (See them in Clark
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and Bloom).
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